Pathos

Comma now, it's just a student pub downstairs.

‘if its the wine you're worried about, you needn't be’

in fact, they're quite understanding...

I don't think they've complained twice all term...

MIT-ACM Undergraduate Computer Science Conference

Saturday, April 8, 1989: 12:30 - 5 pm
Grier Room (34-401)

This first MIT-ACM Undergraduate Computer Science Conference will recognize and display quality research done by MIT undergraduates. Various papers, covering topics generally relating to Computer Science, will be presented by MIT undergraduates. The presented papers will be copied and given out at the conference.

The goal of this conference is to assemble undergraduates in a forum which:

1. Expands the realm of undergraduate education to issues outside classes;
2. Encourages communication of technical ideas among a peer group;
3. Allows undergraduates to present their work in a formal setting;
4. Provides undergraduates experience with writing and presenting papers.

Each undergraduate at the conference will present his or her work for a half-hour. A preliminary schedule will soon be available.

For information, contact: General Chairman, Daniel Golob, 415 Memorial Drive, Cambridge, MA 02139, (617) 253-8259; e-mail: webmaster@acm.mit.edu

Special thanks to MIT ERC, ACM, and Microsoft for sponsorship of this event.
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comics

By W. Owen Harrod

Harvard Summer School '89
June 26-August 18

Harvard Summer School offers open enrollment in day and evening courses. The curriculum includes courses that fulfill college degree requirements and programs designed for personal and professional development.

Our international student body has access to Harvard's outstanding libraries, fine museums, well-equipped laboratories, and cultural activities.

We feature a college-level program for secondary school juniors and seniors, as well as a Dance Center and special programs in Drama, Writing, Ukrainian Studies, and English as a Second Language.

For more information return the coupon below or call (617) 495-2494 (24-hour fax). Please allow 2-4 weeks for delivery.

Harvard University Summer School
Dept. 679, 20 Garden Street, Cambridge, MA 02138 USA